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MARIA SOBOTA, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
JOSH LAIPPLY, CHIEF ENGINEER
FUND 400 CASH BALANCE - INFORMATIONAL MEMORANDUM

Purpose
This memo summarizes information related to the Cash Balance Policy, for the period ending August 31, 2016.
Action
This is for information purposes only. No action is requested or required by the Transportation Commission (TC) regarding
this item.
Background
The total cash balance (all Fund Numbers) at the end of September, 2016 was $670,221,830. This includes Fund 400 (Capital
Construction) with an amount of $415,650,223; $214,292,829 in Fund 538 (Bridge Enterprise); and $40,278,779 in all other
fund accounts (High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE), Division of Aeronautics, and the State Infrastructure
Bank (SIB).
Table 1 – Fund 400 Cash Balance Forecast
A significant portion of SB 09-228 funds received in FY2015-16 will be used for Central 70. The cash outflow attributable to
Central 70 costs consuming SB 09-228 funds is also included in the Fund 400 model. Future years’ SB 09-228 transfers also
assumed to be $0 in the November 2015 forecast are now included in the forecast as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 – SB 09-228 Revenue Forecasts
State
Fiscal Year

Revenue
Forecasts

FY 2015-16
FY 2016-17

$199,200,000
$158,000,000

FY 2017-18
Total

$110,000,000
$467,200,000

FY 2016-17 1st Quarter Major Events
September 2016
1. Incorporated the current milestone payment plan impacts of Central 70 upon Fund 400. First milestone payment to
impact Fund 400 is in October 2019.
2. Adjusted the federal obligation reimbursement forecast to match the October 4, 2016 FHWA Notice on obligation
limitation pursuant to the Continuing Appropriations Act. Initial period begins October 1 and ends December 9.
Colorado received $91,529,406 of federal obligation in this notice. In cumulative for the full federal fiscal year 2017
the model continues to reflect 100% obligation.
Through the first quarter of FY 2016-17 there has been no event that would drive a recommendation to change our cash
balance threshold. No new risk items have been uncovered.
Next Steps
As the TC directed Staff in the July 2016 TC meeting, staff will continue monitoring the cash balance and report significant
changes in the forecast to the TC in the Information Tab of the TC packet as needed.
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October 20, 2016
Transportation Commission
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director, Division of Transportation Development
Road Usage Charge

Purpose
This memo is intended to update Transportation Commission members on recent activities related to CDOT’s Road
Usage Charge (RUC) Pilot Program.
Action
Informational Item.
Background
The Colorado RUC Pilot Program will take 100 participants recruited from around the state through the full arc of
RUC activities during a four-month operational pilot. Participants will create an account and register vehicle(s) with
an account manager, select a mileage reporting option (GPS-enabled, Non-GPS-enabled, and Odometer Reading),
install a mileage reporting device (if applicable to the reporting option chosen), report mileage on a periodic basis,
receive/review invoices, and submit mock payments. At the conclusion of the pilot, the research team will prepare
a final report that provides a summary of the pilot, lessons learned, and recommendations for future pilots and
implementation.
The primary project goals include: 1) Demonstrate an operational pilot; 2) Identify and evaluate issues; 3) Test the
feasibility of various mileage reporting options; and 4) Solicit feedback and ideas.
Details
Staff provided an overview of the RUC Pilot at the July Transportation Commission meeting. Since July, staff has
been working with the project team, as well as the Technical Advisory Committee and Executive Steering
Committee, on a number of key activities. These include: the baseline survey, recruitment strategy, RUC website,
and the per-mile rate. A detailed summary of each of these activities is provided below.
Baseline Survey Results: In August of 2016, the project team conducted a statewide, demographically
representative, online baseline survey. For a representative sample of Colorado, quotas were established for each of
the five CDOT Regions. The survey included 500 residents. Key findings from the baseline survey include:
•
Almost two-thirds of the respondents (61%) did not know they were paying 41 cents per gallon in gas tax
(combined state and federal).
•
Many do not understand how current state and federal gas taxes are used to fund transportation. In fact,
over half of respondents (62%) were unaware of Colorado’s $800 million annual funding gap for
transportation.
•
Many do not know what is involved to fund transportation, but they DO know they want better roads. The
top-ranked transportation priority for respondents was maintaining existing roads, highways, and bridges.
•
Over half of respondents (54%) believed that one of the biggest drawbacks RUC is that it would penalize
people in rural areas. The next largest concern was that it would not properly track those who cross state
lines frequently (32%).
•
Nearly three quarters of respondents (71%) reported feeling very concerned or moderately concerned over
the privacy and security of their data in a potential road usage charge program.
For detailed survey results, please see Attachment A. The findings and information from this survey were used to
develop the content and educational focus for the RUC website. It is also useful in identifying the issues or
questions that the public would have regarding this type of funding mechanism.
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Recruitment Strategy: The project team, with input from the Steering and Advisory Committees, has developed a
strategy for the recruitment of volunteers for the pilot program. The recruitment strategy will seek to achieve the
following diversity in participation:
•
Geographic: diversity across multiple regions to establish some balance between urban and rural
participants, show RUC feasibility regardless of where participants live, and examine the effects of
Colorado’s unique mountainous geography on factors such as data communications connectivity.
•
Vehicle: diversity across multiple vehicle types, with emphasis on fuel economy, to demonstrate the
equity of RUC relative to fuel taxes.
•
Socioeconomic: diversity across multiple socioeconomic categories (ethnicity, gender, income level,
education, age, etc.) to demonstrate RUC understanding and equity across multiple socioeconomic
categories.
Volunteers will be recruited for both the internal soft launch and the operational pilot.
•
The soft launch will include 15 participants from CDOT staff (five participants for each of the three
mileage reporting options) who will participate in the soft launch for two weeks. It is recommended the
CDOT participants provide geographic and vehicle diversity similar to what will be experienced in the
operational pilot. For geographic diversification, the pilot team will recruit at least one participant from
CDOT headquarters and from each regional office.
•
The operational pilot will include 100 participants from around the state, with a maximum of 115
registered vehicles. Recruitment will focus on targeted stakeholder participants and participants from the
general public. These participants will be selected to meet the geographic and vehicle type/fuel
economy targets. The proposed mix between stakeholder participants and the general public is currently
70 targeted stakeholders and 30 participants from the general public.
RUC Website: The Colorado RUC Pilot Program website is scheduled to be released in early October. The website
includes information on transportation funding, RUC or pay-per-mile concepts, an overview of the Colorado RUC
Pilot Program, information on how to get involved, and frequently asked questions. In addition to the website, the
project team developed a Colorado RUC Pilot Program Fact Sheet (Attachment B) with input from the Steering and
Advisory Committees. The Fact Sheet is also available on the Colorado RUC Pilot Program website.
Per-Mile Rate: CDOT is in the process of developing the RUC Per-Mile Rate that will be used in the internal soft
launch and operational pilot. Staff will provide future updates to the Transportation Commission including
information on the assumptions and methodology for the per-mile rate. If a RUC program is implemented in the
future, the actual rate would be set by the State Legislature.
Next Steps
•
November 2016 – Internal soft launch
•
December 2016 – April 2017 – operational pilot
•
July 2017 - Final report and briefing
Attachments
•
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
•
Attachment B: Colorado Road Usage Charge Fact Sheet
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Colorado Department of
Transportation

Prepared for

Executive Summary and Results

COLORADO STATEWIDE SURVEY
BASELINE RUC AWARENESS 2016

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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Overall Finding #1

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Overall Findings and Recommendations

Each misunderstanding provides an opportunity to
demonstrate the benefits to potential participants.
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Compare the gas tax story to road usage charging
in a way that demonstrates the value of one over
the other.

Be clear about how it works.

3. Demonstrate how road usage charging works

Use clear methods to educate. Nowhere besides
the gas tax is there a tax or a fee that you don’t
see itemized on the bottom of your receipt.



people are paying now, who currently pays the most in
gas tax, and that drivers are using fuel and paying the
tax even when their vehicle is sitting still.
 Demonstrate the “Two Price Tags” story –
breaking out fuel price and the tax people
currently pay.

2. Tell the gas tax story so that it’s perfectly clear what

people have no idea what transportation costs or what
funds transportation improvements. Consider
leveraging information and messaging from RUC West
to tell the transportation funding facts.

1. What’s the transportation funding truth? Most

Recommendations

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

Overall Finding #2

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Overall Findings and Recommendations

Use messages to convey the increased “fairness”
of road usage charging compared to gas taxes,
and other funding alternatives.
Develop a “Did You Know” facts-based campaign
that highlights how RUC is a system where all
drivers, including those with more fuel-efficient
vehicles, pay their fair share of the transportation
costs.
Use testimonials to reach people – friend to
friend, face to face, and Colorado residents.
Conduct grassroots outreach for two-way
conversations.
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2. Back your claims with facts, data, and
testimonials.

Focus on messages of “fairness,” and
demonstrate the current “unfairness” for those
with less fuel-efficient vehicles.



1. Create a fact-based campaign to address
misconceptions:

Recommendations

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

Overall Finding #3

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Overall Findings and Recommendations

Monitor your vehicle and fuel use, and be self
aware like with a Fitbit or Map My Ride.
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Good roads, saving money, doing the right thing,
fairness for everyone, being a first responder,
monitor/change driving habits, knowing what
you’re paying, and other added vendor benefits.

A road usage charging program is a more fair
way to fund transportation.





Leverage partners/vendors’ advertising voice to
not only build trust but to communicate the
advantages/features of road usage charging.



2. Define “What’s in it for them.”

Communicate how CDOT will protect participant
privacy and reassure participants that privacy is
a top priority of the program.



1. Highlight the benefits and features of road
usage charging

Recommendations

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

*Compared to Oregon and California baseline survey data with similar questions.

Overall Finding #4

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Overall Findings and Recommendations

Fairness

Privacy

Rural research

Draw conclusions

7

3. Ignite a national discussion and education
campaign on transportation funding.



2. Compare the states with available pilot
research results.





1. Begin to shape the trends from the states.
Share data, as well as actuals on:

Recommendations

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

Acceptance (for/against) of a Road Usage Charge Program
in Colorado replacing the gas tax in the future, likelihood
to volunteer, likelihood to support a road usage charge
program, and perceptions of fairness.

Favorability of opinions about road usage charging
messages.

•

•

In gathering responses, a variety of quality control measures
were employed, including questionnaire pre-testing and
validations. For a representative sample of Colorado, quotas
were established for each of the five transportation regions. In
the report, results may add up to 99% or 101% due to rounding.

Research Design: In August, PRR, Inc. conducted an online
survey of 500 residents in Colorado using Precision Sampling©
panelists. The survey took an average of 8-10 minutes to
complete. The sample size is sufficient to assess opinions of the
general population, and allows a review by multiple subgroups
including age, gender, and other demographics.

Awareness of current road usage charge or pay per mile
concepts, road usage charging advantages, and how road
usage charging works.

•

As part of the Colorado Road Usage Charge Pilot Program, we
conducted a statewide, demographically representative
baseline online survey in August 2016. The survey goals
included measuring:

Purpose and Methodology

Executive Summary: Methodology

2016 Statewide Online Survey

9

When questions were similar enough, data from this baseline
survey were also compared to baseline results from road usage
charge awareness surveys in Oregon and California.

Statement of Limitations: Any sampling of opinions or attitudes
is subject to a margin of error. The margin of error is a standard
statistical calculation that represents differences between the
sample and total population at a confidence interval, or
probability, calculated to be 95%. This means that there is a 95%
probability that the sample taken for this study would fall within
the stated margins of error if compared with the results
achieved from surveying the entire population. For a sample size
of 500, the margin of error for each question is +/- 4.38% at the
95% confidence level.

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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Respondents were not particularly supportive of any alternative
funding options. However, they were most supportive of tolls
on specific highways and bridges where improvements are
being made (32%), implementing a sales tax (17%), or
increasing the vehicle registration fee (13%).

The top-ranked transportation priority for respondents was
maintaining existing roads, highways, and bridges.

Over half of respondents (64%) were aware that transportation
in Colorado is underfunded.

Awareness was low about Colorado’s transportation funding
gap (62% unaware), crash fatality rate (38%), and trip reliability
and congestion ranking (32%).











Three in four (74%) were somewhat familiar or not at all
familiar with the concept of a road usage charge. A similar
number (71%) had not heard of road usage charge programs in
other states.

There is limited familiarity with road usage charging.

Almost two-thirds of the respondents (61%) did not know they
were paying 41 cents per gallon in gas tax (combined state and
federal). Nearly one in two (45%) thought this amount was
more than what they were paying, few (6%) thought it was less,
and one in ten (10%) were unaware that they were paying a gas
tax at all.



There is limited understanding of how transportation is
funded.

Executive Summary: Summary of Findings

2016 Statewide Online Survey

A similar number (43%) were neutral to strongly supportive of
implementing a road usage charge in Colorado. When asked at the
end of the survey, there is increased support of road usage
charging with 58% of respondents indicating neutral to supportive.



For the gas tax, the most commonly chosen drawbacks were
increased gas prices (42%), unfairness to lower-income residents
(38%), and unfairness to those who can’t afford more fuel-efficient
vehicles (37%).
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Nearly three quarters of respondents (71%) reported feeling very
concerned or moderately concerned over the privacy and security
of their data in a potential road usage charge program.

Data security is a common concern.

Over half of respondents (54%) believed that one of the biggest
drawbacks to road usage charging is that it would penalize people
in rural areas. The next largest concern was that it would not
properly track those who cross state lines frequently (32%).



The main concern regarding a road usage charge is unfairness
for rural drivers, but respondents are also aware of drawbacks
to the gas tax.

Less than half of the respondents (40%) somewhat to strongly
agreed that a mileage-based system for transportation funding is
fair.



There is some support for road usage charging being a fair
funding option.

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

The next most convincing messages had to do with the
unfairness of flat fees (42%) and fuel-efficient vehicles putting
just as much wear on the roads as other cars (42%).



The least interesting services were: earning badges for good
driving behavior and the ability to compete with friends and
family (41% not at all interested), viewing detailed trip logs to
remember where they’ve been (39%), and using a smart phone
app to find their car (32%).
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Only about one in ten (11%) said they would volunteer for a
pilot program, though a quarter (24%) expressed interest in
receiving news and updates about the program.

Few are likely to volunteer for a road usage charge program
in Colorado.

Among the services that respondents found most interesting
were: being able to review detailed information about their
vehicle if the check engine light comes on (53%), receiving alerts
if their vehicle moves without their permission (48%), and the
ability to monitor fuel usage costs relative to the their driving
habits (46%).



Respondents were interested in several Account Manager
features.

Nearly half of respondents (46%) were convinced by the
message that the gas tax is unfair to people who have less fuelefficient vehicles.



Fairness-related messages resonated the most with
respondents.

Executive Summary: Summary of Findings

2016 Colorado Statewide Online Survey

The most popular incentive was the waiving of the vehicle
registration fee for one year (68% said they would be likely to
try a RUC program if offered). A gift card for $30 of gas at signup (51%) and $25 for participating for three months (43%) were
also attractive to substantial portions of respondents.



About one in ten (11%) reported that they did not use social
media.

More than four in five respondents (85%) reported that they use
Facebook, followed by Twitter (35%), Instagram (32%), and
Snapchat (20%).

.

11

Overall, there are NO significant regional differences among
Colorado’s five transportation regions.





Facebook is the dominant social media platform.

The most appealing feature of a road usage charge program was
that personal information would be kept secure and private
(59%), followed by receiving credits for the gas tax to offset the
road usage charge (48%).



Several features of road usage charge programs were
appealing to respondents, as were certain potential
incentives.

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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DETAILED SURVEY RESULTS

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

18 to 24 – 10%
25 to 34 – 31%
35 to 54 – 35%
55 to 64 – 14%
65 and over – 10%

Male - 35%
Female - 65%

Gender

Age

Region 1 – 51%
Region 2 – 24%
Region 3 – 7%
Region 4 – 15%
Region 5 – 3%

13

Black/African American – 4%
White/Caucasian – 81%
American Indian or Alaska Native – 1%
Asian/Pacific Islander –3%
Hispanic/Latino – 8%
Other race or combination – 2%

Region

Race

Below $25,000 – 16%
$25,000 to $50,000– 27%
$50,000 to $75,000 – 25%
$75,000 to $100,000 – 13%
$100,000 to $150,000 – 13%
$150,000 and over – 4%

Income

Demographic profile of survey respondents

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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Less than 5 – 5%
5 to 10 miles – 21%
11 to 15 miles – 21%
16 to 25 miles – 25%
26 to 50 miles – 21%
Over 50 miles – 7%

Typical Miles per Day
(drivers only)

1 day – 2%
2 days – 6%
3 days – 10%
4 days – 11%
5 or more days – 72%

Days a Week on Colorado Highways/Freeways
(drivers only)

Own or lease Vehicle – 88%
Hybrid/Electric Vehicle – 10%

100% – 91%
76% to 99% – 8%
50 to 75% – 1%
25 to 49% – 0%
Less than 25% – 1%

14

Percentage of Miles in Colorado
(drivers only)

Under 20 mpg – 15%
20 to 27 mpg – 43%
28 to 35 mpg – 26%
35 or more mpg – 7%
Don’t know – 4%
Do not drive – 5%

Average Mileage of Most Used Vehicle

Vehicle characteristics and driving behaviors of survey respondents

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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You were not aware
you were paying this
tax

Less than you thought
you were paying

About the amount you
thought you were
paying

More than you
thought you were
paying

0%

10%

6%
10%
20%

30%

40%

39%

50%

45%

61%

15

Respondents were not particularly supportive of any alternative funding options. Of the options presented, they were most supportive of
tolls on specific highways and bridges where improvements are being made (32%). Other options with lower levels of support included
implementing a sales tax (17%), increasing the vehicle registration fee (13%), and increasing state gas taxes (10%). About one in ten (12%)
supported implementing a road usage charge program.



Gas tax of
41 cents per gallon is...

Almost two-thirds of the respondents (61%) did not know they were paying 41 cents per gallon in gas tax (combined state and federal).
Nearly one in two (45%) thought this amount was more than what they were paying, very few (6%) thought it was less, and one in ten
(10%) were unaware that they were paying a state gas tax.



Participants read a short explanation of the current state and federal gas tax currently paid in Colorado and were then asked if they had
previously thought they were paying more, less, or about the same amount. Respondents were also asked to choose their most preferred
alternative method for funding transportation improvements.

There is limited understanding of how transportation is funded.

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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Promote alternative fuel vehicles like
hybrids and electric vehicles

Promote alternate modes to driving
like bicycling, walking, and public…

Build new roads, highways, and
bridges

Invest more in public transportation

Maintain/preserve roads, highways,
bridges

0

1

2

1.63

3
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4

3.91

3.55

3.03

2.77

5

Maintaining/
preserving
roads is
consistently a
top priority in
other states
(CO, OR, CA)

Don't know

Extremely overfunded

Overfunded

Just right

Underfunded

Extremely underfunded

0%

16

10%

1%

4%

20%

30%

19%

12%

9%

What do you think of the current level of
transportation funding in Colorado?

40%

50%

60%

56%

The majority of respondents (64%) reported that transportation in Colorado is underfunded, outweighing those who believed there was
just enough or more than enough funding (24%).



Average ranking of priorities for CDOT, where
“1” is the most important

Maintaining existing roads, highways, and bridges was the highest-ranked priority (average ranking of 1.63), followed by investing in public
transportation (2.77) and building new roads, highways, and bridges (3.03). Goals that were not ranked as highly included promoting
alternative fuel vehicles (3.91) and promoting alternative travel modes like bicycling, walking, and public transit (3.55).



Participants were asked to rank which transportation priorities were the highest priority for the Colorado Department of Transportation to
focus on and were also asked to indicate their opinion of the current level of transportation funding in Colorado.

Participants value maintenance and are also aware that transportation is underfunded.

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

Colorado ranks among the worst in
country in regards to trip reliability
and congestion.

There were 550 crash fatalities in
Colorado in 2015.

Colorado has an $800 million/year
funding gap for transportation.

0%
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20%

32%

38%

62%

40%

15%

1 (not at all aware)

19%

2

17%

4

17%

14% 8%

100%

10% 7% 4%

5 (very aware)

80%

16%

21%

60%

19%

3

17

• 75% or more of the miles they
drive are in Colorado
• They are unaware of RUC in
other states
• They are unaware of RUC as a
concept

Respondents were LESS aware of
the funding gap if:

Over a third of respondents (38%) were also unaware of Colorado’s crash fatality rate, and about one third (32%) were unaware that
Colorado ranks poorly nationally in regards to trip reliability and congestion.

Over half of respondents (62%) were unaware of Colorado’s $800 million funding gap for transportation.

How aware were you of this fact before taking this survey?




Respondents were presented with several statements about transportation in Colorado and asked how familiar they were with those facts
before taking the survey.

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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Support for RUC
Program

Agree MileageBased is “Fair”

Familiarity
with RUC

0%

0%

0%

0%

25%

25%

Not at all Supportive

25%

33%

Strongly Disagree

No

25%

48%

39%

2

50%

18%

3

50%

27%

50%

Maybe/Unsure

50%

Somewhat Disagree

71%

74%

75%

4

75%

43%

100%

12% 6%

100%

33% 7%

40%
25%

75%

100%

18%

Strongly Agree

Yes

100%

20% 7%

Very familiar

Very Supportive

11%

75%

Somewhat Agree

26%

Moderately familiar

• Drive 75% or more of miles in
CO.
• More supportive of funding
alternatives
• More convinced by messages to
support RUC
• More motivated to try RUC
with incentives/features

MORE likely to agree RUC is fair &
MORE likely to support RUC if:

LESS Familiar if:
Drive 75% or more of miles in CO.
Unaware funding gap
Unaware of 550 fatalities
Resident of Colorado or California
(Oregon residents more familiar)
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•
•
•
•

Residents of Colorado similarly agree with those in Oregon and California that mileage-based systems are fair. Also like those in Oregon and
California, they are somewhat supportive of road usage charging.


Somewhat familiar

Less than half of the respondents (40%) somewhat to strongly agreed that a mileage-based system for transportation funding is fair. While
few respondents (6%) were very supportive of a road usage charge program in Colorado, over two-fifths (43%) were neutral to strongly
supportive.



Not at all familiar

Three in four (74%) were somewhat familiar or not at all familiar with the concept of a road usage charge. Nearly three in four (71%) had
not heard of road usage charge programs in other states.



The survey then asked how familiar respondents were with the concept of a road usage charge, provided an explanation about the concept, asked if
they had heard of road usage charging in other states, asked if they thought a road usage charge program was a “fair” method to fund
transportation, and finally asked how much they would be willing to support this program in Colorado.

Low rates of familiarity with RUC and some support for RUC being a fair funding option.

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

0%

20%

22%
40%

26%

It is just another way for
Colorado to tax people more.

Recording mileage could impede
participants' privacy.

27%

32%

Correctly processing vehicle
mileage data and fees is too
complicated.

It will not properly track those
who live outside Colorado and
use Colorado highways.

It penalizes people who live in
rural areas, who often have to
drive longer distances.

(Multiple responses allowed. Percentages may
not add up to 100.)

60%

54%

Slightly LESS
concerned
about privacy
than those in
other states (OR
and CA)

Slightly MORE
concerned
about rural
residents than
those in other
states (CA and
OR)
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Decreased funding over time as
vehicle fuel efficiency increases

Owners of hybrid/electric cars
fo not pay fair share of
transportation funding

Unfair to those who can't
afford more fuel efficient
vehicles

Unfair to lower income
residents

Increased gas prices

0%

20%

42%

37%

38%

29%

40%

28%

(Multiple responses allowed. Percentages
may not add up to 100.)

Drawbacks to Gas Tax

60%

The most commonly chosen drawbacks to the gas tax were increased gas prices (42%), unfairness to lower-income residents (38%),
and unfairness to those who can’t afford more fuel-efficient vehicles (37%).



Drawbacks to Road Usage Charging

Over half of respondents (54%) believed that one of the biggest drawbacks to a road usage charge program is that it would penalize
people in rural areas who often have to drive longer distances. The next largest concern was that road usage charging would not
properly track those who cross state lines frequently (32%).



Respondents were asked if they felt there were any major drawbacks to both a road use charge program and the existing gas tax.

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

A road usage charge program is a greener and more environmentally sound
funding option because it is not dependent on the consumption of fuel.

People who drive low efficiency vehicles would no longer be subsidizing roads
for high efficiency vehicle drivers that pay little to no gas tax.

As vehicles become more fuel efficient, Federal and State gas tax revenue is
declining across the country. A road usage charge would provide a sustainable
model for future transportation funding.

In a road usage charge program, all drivers pay their fair share for road use
based on the true measure of miles driven versus gallons of fuel consumed.

People are driving more fuel-efficient vehicles and consuming less fuel,
thereby paying less gas tax, even though their vehicles still put as much wear
on the roads as other vehicles.

Flat vehicle registration fees are unfair to those who drive fewer miles on
Colorado roads. It is not fair if someone who drives 5,000 miles a year pays
the same fee as someone who drives 70,000 miles a year.

Gas taxes are unfair to those who can’t afford more fuel efficient vehicles. For
example, if a driver whose vehicle gets 15 miles per gallon drives 15,000 miles
a year in Colorado, that driver pays $220 in State gas tax annually, while a…
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35%
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42%

42%

50%

46%

HEV affordability
messages
significantly
convince more
Colorado residents
to support RUC than
those in Oregon.

Overall residents in Colorado and Oregon are similarly convinced by these messages to support road usage charging, however residents of
Colorado are more convinced around messages regarding the fairness of HEV affordability.

The next most convincing messages were the unfairness of flat fees (42%) and fuel-efficient vehicles putting just as much wear on the roads
as other cars (42%).

Nearly half (46%) were convinced* by the message that gas taxes are unfair to people who have less fuel-efficient vehicles.

Statements Rated as MOST Convincing to Support Road Usage Charging






Participants were shown several possible reasons for supporting a road usage charge program and were asked to rate how convincing each reason
was.

Messages regarding existing taxes being unfair are more convincing.

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

Other (Please Specify)

Road usage charges seem like an unfair way to
fund transportation improvements in Oregon. I
think the state should look at other funding
options.

I’m indifferent about a road usage charge. It
doesn’t really matter how the state funds
transportation system improvements as long
as we have a good transportation system.

Road usage charges seem like a fair way to
fund transportation improvements in
Colorado.

0%

6%

20%

29%

29%

40%

36%

58%

21

• Drive less than 5 miles a day
• More supportive of funding
alternatives
• More convinced by messages to
support RUC
• More motivated to try RUC
with incentives/features
• Colorado resident (indicate
more fair than those in
Oregon).

MORE likely to indicate RUC is a
“fair” way to fund
transportation if:

Less than a third of respondents (29%) agreed that road usage charges seem like a fair way to fund transportation improvements in
Colorado, while more than a third (36%) felt that the road usage charge seemed unfair. A similar number (29%) were indifferent
about a road usage charge, and more than half (58%) indicated either they were indifferent to road usage charging or they thought
it was a fair way to fund transportation. This is an increase in support from questions earlier in the survey, where respondents
(43%) were neutral to strongly supportive of implementing road usage charging.

Which ONE Statement Comes Closest to your Point of View
Regarding Road Usage Charging?



At the end of the survey, respondents were again asked about the fairness of a road usage charge program in Colorado.

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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Selection of private sector partners
and mileage reporting options

Pre-pay or post-pay using a credit
or debit card

Non-GPS mileage reporting option

Receive credits for state gas tax to
offset road usage charge

Personal information is kept secure
and private

3

0%
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20% 13%

26%
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5 (very appealing)

21%

16%

25% 13%
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1 (not at all appealing)

2
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19%

17% 18%

17% 19%

21%

23%

28%

47%

5 (very likely)

20%

23%

29%

30%

29%

14%

19% 16%

$5 gift certificates for each
month of participation
25% discounted rate for pay-bymile auto insurance policy at…

21% 10%

16% 12%

3

21%

2

14% 12% 23%

11%6% 16%

Participation for first 3 months is
free (no road charges or gas tax)

$25 for participating for 3
months

Gift card for $30 of gas at sign-up

Vehicle registration fee is waived
for one year

1 (not at all likely)

Respondents were more likely to be motivated by these incentives to try road usage charging if they were convinced by messages
to support road usage charging.



If the following incentives were offered, how
likely would you be to sign up to try a road usage
charging program?

The most popular incentive was the waiving of the vehicle registration fee for one year (68% said they would be likely* to try a RUC
program if offered). A gift card for $30 of gas at sign-up (51%) and $25 for participating for three months (43%) were also attractive
to substantial portions of respondents.



How appealing are these features?

The most appealing feature was that personal information would be kept secure and private (59% found this appealing*), followed
by receiving credits for the gas tax to offset the road usage charge (48%).



Respondents were asked about which RUC features were appealing and how likely they would be to sign up for a RUC program if various
incentives were offered.

Privacy and monetary incentives appeal to potential volunteers.

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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Safe zones to monitor teenage
driving locations
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Monitor fuel usage
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21%

32%
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21%
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21% 9% 22%

15%8% 24%

2

Monitor battery voltage

Receive alerts whenever your
vehicle moves without your
permission

View check engine light decoding

1 (not at all interested)

View detailed trip logs

Earn badges for good driving
behavior/Compete with friends
and family

View a guide to get back to car

View carbon footprint reporting

View expense reporting

2
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39%

41%

32%

29%

31%

1 (not at all interested)

4

26%

26%

29%

13% 11%

14% 11%

15% 12%

5 (very interested)

19%

25%

11% 7%

13% 23% 14% 9%

18%

20%

14%

3

LEAST Interesting Services

The least interesting services were: earning badges for good driving behavior and the ability to compete with friends and family
(41% were not at all interested), viewing detailed trip logs to remember where they’ve been (39%), and using a smart phone app to
find their car (32%).



MOST Interesting Services

Among the services respondents found most interesting were: being able to review detailed information about their vehicle if the
check engine light comes on (53% were interested*), receiving alerts if their vehicle moves without their permission (48%), and the
ability to monitor fuel usage costs relative to the their driving habits (46%).



Respondents were asked about which connected-car-enabled services they were most interested in.

Account manager services are somewhat attractive to potential volunteers.

2016 Statewide Online Survey
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Interest in
participating

0%

Not Interested

0%

10%

•
•
•
•

Not at all concerned

15%
75%

On a list to receive updates

75%

MORE likely to volunteer if:

50%

50%

30%

Moderately concerned

Own a vehicle
More supportive of funding alternatives
More convinced by messages to support RUC
If there are incentives to participate

25%

46%

Don't know/not sure

25%

20%

Somewhat concerned

24%

100%

100%

11%

Volunteer

71%

41%

Very concerned

24

About one in ten respondents (11%) would volunteer for a road usage charge pilot study, and about a quarter (24%) expressed
interest in being put on a list to receive news and updates on the program.



Concern about the
privacy/security of
data collected

Nearly three quarters of respondents (71%) reported feeling very concerned or moderately concerned over the privacy and security of
their data.



Lastly, the survey asked respondents about their privacy concerns and how likely they would be to volunteer and sign up for a road usage
charge program.

Privacy and security are still a concern and few are likely to volunteer unless there are
incentives.

2016 Statewide Online Survey
Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report
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Do not use social media

Other

NextDoor

Google Groups

Snapchat

Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

0%

3%

20%

11%

8%

10%

20%

40%

32%

35%

60%

What types of social media do you use?
(Multiple responses allowed. Percentages may not add up to 100.)

80%

85%

100%

25

Less popular platforms included Google Groups (10%) and NextDoor (8%).




11% of respondents did not use social media.

More than four in five respondents (85%) reported that they use Facebook. The next most used platforms were Twitter (35%),
Instagram (32%), and Snapchat (20%).



Respondents were asked which social media platforms they used.

Attachment A: Baseline Survey Summary Report

APPENDIX:
SURVEY QUESTIONS
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Colorado Road Usage Charge

Attachment B: Colorado RUC Fact Sheet

What is a Road Usage Charge (RUC)?

History of RUC in Colorado

• Assesses charges based on vehicle miles traveled

Colorado is exploring a number of ways to have sustainable
funding for roads. The timeline below shows how the
concept of RUC in Colorado has progressed over time.

• Treats roads like utilities (pay for what you use)
• RUC is also known as Mileage-based User Fee (MBUF)
and Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) Fee
• Replaces the gas tax which is the main source of
funding for our roads

Colorado legislature last
raised the gas tax in 1991

18.4¢
Federal

22¢
Colorado

What is the problem
with the current funding
model?

2007

Governor Bill Ritter appoints
the Transportation Finance and
Implementation panel to study
transportation infrastructure needs
and funding sources

2008

Colorado Transportation Finance and
Implementation panel recommends
exploring (among others) a Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT) fee, also known as Road
Usage Charging (RUC)

2011
to
2013

Colorado Mileage-based User Fee
(MBUF) study engaged the public to
identify strategies in developing potential
MBUF options for Colorado

2014

CDOT becomes a member of the Western
Road Usage Charge Consortium (RUC
West). RUC West gathers state DOTs to
collaboratively research RUC systems,
feasibility, and policy development.

2015

CDOT submitted an internal research
proposal to test the viability of a RUC
system in an operational environment

2016 to
2017

Colorado Road Usage Charge Pilot Project

Gas tax does not change
with the price of gas

Increased Vehicle Fuel Efficiency
New fuel economy standards mandate that new vehicles in 2016 have an average fuel
economy of 35.5 mpg and by 2025 that standard increases to 54.4 mpg. In addition to these
new standards, alternative fuel vehicles are becoming more prevalent. Alternative fuel
vehicles include full electric, hybrid, compressed natural gas, liquid natural gas, and propane.
All of which pay little or no gas tax. Since the current funding model relies on fuel consumed,
these new standards and alternative fuel vehicles result in less money to fix the roads.

Declining Purchasing Power

Currently, Colorado transportation revenues come from a 22¢ per gallon tax on gasoline. This
is a fixed amount that does not fluctuate with the price of gas (indexing). The gas tax rate was
last raised in 1991. $1.00 in 2016 is worth approximately 57% less than in 1991.

Increase in Population
Vehicle miles traveled is the metric used to gauge the number of vehicles on the road and
how many miles they are traveling. As the number of people in the state increases, so does
the number of vehicle miles traveled as well as wear and tear on our roads. However, with
increased vehicle fuel efficiency, less gas is being purchased therefore, the revenue is going
down.

How will RUC address the funding problem?

RUC charges drivers for what they use versus the gas tax which currently charges more for
less fuel efficient vehicles and charges nothing for alternative fuel vehicles. Under a road usage
charge, all types of vehicles pay an equal amount for the same miles traveled, which captures
revenue not currently being collected under the gas tax.

GAS TAX PAID

ROAD USAGE CHARGE PAID

(AVERAGE MONTHLY)

LOW EFFICIENCY
5–15 MPG/
10 MPG MEDIAN

$22.00

ELECTRIC
HIGH EFFICIENCY
AVERAGE
>45 EQUIVALENT
HYBRID
EFFICIENCY
MPG (GAS
25–45 MPG/
15–25 MPG/
NOT NEEDED)
20 MPG MEDIAN 35 MPG MEDIAN

$11.00

$6.29

LOW EFFICIENCY
5–15 MPG/
10 MPG MEDIAN

$0.00

ROAD USAGE CHARGE BY VEHICLE TYPE

GAS TAX PAID BY VEHICLE TYPE

$40.00

(AVERAGE MONTHLY)

$30.00

$20.00

$10.00
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$12.00

$40.00

ELECTRIC
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How the Colorado RUC Pilot Program will work:
Late Fall
2016
Select
Participants

Early Fall
2016
Recruit
Participants

Late Fall
2016
Participants
Personalize RUC
Experience

Late Fall
2016
Pilot Begins

Early 2017
Monthly
Invoices Begin

Spring 2017
End Pilot

CDOT RUC Pilot Program Goals

Mileage Reporting Options

1. Demonstrate an operational RUC;

Participants will be provided their choice of mileage reporting options. Some of
these options include a mileage reporting device to be installed in the vehicle
and one option provides the no technology choice involving self-reporting.

2. Identify and evaluate issues;
3. Test the feasibility of various mileage reporting options; and
4. Solicit feedback and ideas.

❶ Odometer Reading
Participants who select this option will report
their vehicle’s odometer reading via the
account management website or mobile app

Colorado RUC Pilot Program
(RUCPP)

❷ Non-GPS-Enabled Mileage

• 4-month statewide pilot (December 2016 - April 2017) evaluating
RUC for passenger vehicles
• 100 participants consisting of legislators, transportation leaders/
officials, media, and general public
• Participant mix will include geographic (urban/rural) and vehicle
(MPG) stratification
• A final report will summarize the findings of the pilot, lessons
learned, and identify future recommendations

How does RUC work?
1

Reporting Device

Participants who select this option will receive
a device to plug into their vehicle; this method
uses a non-GPS device which counts distance
traveled and gasoline consumed, but does not
assess location
❸ GPS-Enabled Mileage Reporting

Device

Participants who select this option will receive
a device to plug into their vehicle; this method
uses location-based data to calculate total
miles driven with differentiation between
in-state and out-of-state roads

Account
Manager

Participants choose how
they report mileage

Account Manager sends a mock
invoice to the participant for
the mileage charge less any
gas tax paid at the pump

PARTICIPANT

3

Participant

Vehicle owner simulates
payment for RUC as
reflected in the invoice

Account Manager sends
informational reports to the
Research Project team (for
detailed report information
see FAQs)

4

2
ACCOUNT
MANAGER

CDOT

For more information please visit ruc.codot.gov
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coloradocamperrental@gmail.com

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 262
Denver, CO 80222

DATE:
T0:
FROM:

SUBJECT:

OCTOBER 20, 2016
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
JOSH LAIPPLY, CHIEF ENGINEER
MARIA SOBOTA, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
JANE FISHER, OFFICE OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT INFORMATION ITEM

Purpose
The Program Management Information Item provides the Transportation Commission (TC) with an
update on the integration of cash management and program management and RAMP.
Action
There are no action items this month.
Background
Integration of Cash Management and Program Management:
Please see Fund 400 Cash Balance Memo included as a separate information item.
RAMP:
The RAMP program was initiated in November 2012 as a means to reduce the cash balance. Shortly
thereafter the TC approved a project list and has since approved groups of projects and individual
projects. As has been the case for the past few months PMO updates are now limited to background
associated with requested TC actions. There are no requested TC actions this month.
Details
Integration of Cash Management and Program Management:
PMO is tracking program delivery at the statewide level using the expenditure performance index (XPI)
to evaluate actual construction expenditure performance as compared to planned. As indicated in
Figure 1 below, the cumulative Calendar Year 2016 XPI is 0.94. September’s actual expenditures were
$8M below the expenditure target (Monthly XPI = 0.91). We are currently tracking to fall about 5%
short of the Calendar Year 2016 target ($699M versus the $737M target).

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 262, Denver, CO 80222 P 303.757.9262

F 303.757.9656 www.coloradodot.gov
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Figure 1 – CY 2016 Capital Program Construction Expenditures

RAMP:
There are no Budget Supplement requests this month or Transportation Commission action items
related to RAMP this month. Table 1 details RAMP Partnership and Operations projects (CDOT & Locally
Administered) that have not yet been awarded.
Table 1 – RAMP Program Controls Table (remaining unawarded CDOT & Locally Administered projects)
Project Name

Project
Budget

RAMP
Request

Local
Contibution

Other
CDOT
Funds

Status

$1,060,000

$1,060,000

$0

$0

Ad in October

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$0

Operations
Procurement

$40,000,000

$9,400,000

$0

$0

Under Staff
Development

CDOT ADMINISTERED
New Traffic Signal
Controllers in Denver Metro
Maintenance Decision
Support System (MDSS)
HPTE P3 Development Fund
‡

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 262, Denver, CO 80222 P 303.757.9262

F 303.757.9656 www.coloradodot.gov
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Project
Budget

RAMP
Request

Local
Contibution

Other
CDOT
Funds

Status

SH 14 / Greenfields Ct. Frontage Rd. Relocation
and Intersection
Improvements

$2,100,000

$1,680,000

$420,000

$0

Ad in Dec

SH 392 & CR 74 Intersection
Safety Improvements

$2,249,875

$1,000,000

$1,249,875

$0

Ad in Dec

SH 392 & CR 47 Intersection
Safety Improvements

$3,685,180

$1,842,590

$1,842,590

$0

Ad in Jan ‘17

SH 119 Boulder Canyon
Trail Extension

$5,466,350

$4,373,080

$1,093,270

$0

An in Jan ‘17

$29,181,821

$23,341,821

$5,840,000

$0

Ad in Feb ‘17

$2,200,000

$1,106,000

$0

$0

Ad in June ‘17

$250,000

$200,000

$50,000

$0

Ad in Dec ‘17

Project Name
LOCALLY ADMINISTERED

Federal Blvd: 6th to Howard
Reconstruction and
Multimodal Improvements
US 287: Conifer to LaPorte
Bypass (Phase III) – Ped
Bridg
Loveland I-25 and
Crossroads Blvd. Anti-Icing
Spray System

‡ This total represents the remaining RAMP Development funding still available. Staff has prepared a HPTE Development Fund
Policy and Evaluation Criteria guidance document. In accordance with PD703.0, the July & August 2016 budget supplements
provide more detail regarding the individual HPTE budget requests.

Attachments
1. None

4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Room 262, Denver, CO 80222 P 303.757.9262
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az
Multimodal Planning Branch
4201 E. Arkansas Ave, Shumate Bldg.
Denver, CO 80222

DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

October 20, 2016
Transportation Commission
Debra Perkins-Smith, Director, Division of Transportation Development
Volkswagen Clean Air Act Partial Settlement

Purpose
This memo is intended to familiarize the Transportation Commission members with the Department’s role in
Colorado’s management of the national Volkswagen Clean Air Act Partial Settlement.
Action
Informational Item.
Background
Volkswagen has agreed to settle some of the allegations that it violated the federal Clean Air Act by selling
vehicles that emit more air pollution than the Clean Air Act allows, and by cheating on federal emission tests to
hide the excess pollution. The affected vehicles exceed emission limits for nitrogen oxides (NOx), a pollutant that
harms public health and forms ozone or smog. The settlement is not yet final and must be approved by a federal
court in California before it takes effect.
If approved, the partial settlement will require Volkswagen to pay $2.7 billion into an environmental mitigation
trust fund. Colorado expects to receive at least $61 million from the trust between 2017 and 2027. The trust fund
will be used to offset the excess air pollution emitted by some of the Volkswagen vehicles that violated the Clean
Air Act. Individual states are responsible for administering the distribution of the environmental mitigation trust
fund within their boundaries, subject to eligibility requirements established in the settlement.
Separate parts of the partial settlement would require Volkswagen to earmark about $10 billion to buy back
affected vehicles, terminate leases early, or repair the vehicles. Additionally, Volkswagen is required to invest $2
billion over 10 years in zero emissions vehicle (ZEV) infrastructure, access, and awareness initiatives. Colorado will
submit comments encouraging the company to make ZEV investments in our state, but Volkswagen, the U.S. EPA
and California – not Colorado – will administer these parts of the partial settlement.
More information on the history and current status of the Volkswagen Clean Air Act Partial Settlement can be
found on EPA’s website: https://www.epa.gov/vw
Details
The $61 million Colorado expects to receive from the environmental mitigation trust fund element of the partial
settlement will fund certain eligible projects to reduce NOx emissions from the transportation sector. The
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) is the state’s lead agency to oversee how this
money is distributed and spent. The funds will be used to achieve the maximum air quality benefits for the people
of Colorado with an emphasis on NOx reductions. In addition to cutting NOx emissions, the projects that receive
funding are likely to reduce ozone concentrations and emissions of carbon dioxide and other pollutants. For
example, older vehicles or engines would be eligible for replacement with new diesel, alternative fuel, or allelectric vehicles or engines for the following vehicle classes or equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Class 8 Local Freight Trucks and Port Drayage Trucks (Eligible Large Trucks)
Class 4-8 School Bus, Shuttle Bus, or Transit Bus (Eligible Buses)
Railroad Freight Switchers
Class 4-7 Local Freight Trucks (Eligible Medium Trucks)
Airport Ground Support Equipment
Forklifts
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•
•

Light Duty Zero Emission Vehicle Supply Equipment (i.e. EV charging Stations)
Matching funds for projects eligible under the Diesel Emission Reduction Act (DERA)

More information on eligible activities can be found in Appendix D-2 (pg. 208) of the Partial Consent Decree on the
EPA’s website: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-06/documents/vwpartialsettlement-cd.pdf
CDOT is currently working with CDPHE, the Colorado Energy Office, and other state agencies to establish a public
process to administer the distribution of the environmental mitigation trust fund in Colorado. No decisions have
been made about how to spend Colorado’s share of the trust fund or who will receive this money. During the fall of
2016, state agencies are conducting outreach to potential beneficiaries, government officials, transportation
organizations, and the public to solicit information and ideas about how the settlement money should be spent.
The state is currently soliciting public comments, which may be submitted to cdphe.commentsapcd@state.co.us.
Assuming that the court approves the settlement and trust fund without delay, details about the distribution
process will be determined in early 2017. Based on this process, CDPHE expects to accept applications for eligible
projects, beginning in mid-2017. CDOT staff is currently working with stakeholders to identify opportunities for
funding programs through the environmental mitigation trust fund. Potential opportunities include investments in
electric vehicle charging infrastructure, alternative fuel transit vehicles, commercial vehicle replacements, and
aeronautics support equipment.
Colorado must describe its intent for distribution of environmental mitigation trust funds in a non-binding
Beneficiary Mitigation Plan that will be filed with the settlement trust. This document will summarize Colorado’s
plans to use trust funds, based on the results of the outreach and application processes described above. CDPHE is
currently anticipating that funds will be available by the end of 2017, at which point implementation can begin.
Updated information on CDPHE’s management of the Volkswagen Clean Air Act Partial can be found on its website
here: https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/VW
Next Steps
•
Fall 2016 — Court approves the partial settlement
•
Spring 2017 — Trust takes effect and VW deposits funds
•
Summer 2017 — States elect to become beneficiaries of the trust (i.e. participate)
•
Summer/Fall 2017 — States are notified of beneficiary designation (i.e. become eligible)
•
Fall 2017 — States file a Beneficiary Mitigation Plan describing how funds will be used
•
Fall 2017 — States may request funds
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